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erotic, pornographic, or obscene: factors influencing the ... - and multiple female and male nudes in
terms of how erotic, pornographic, or obscene they were perceived to be, and how much liking and
pleasingness they elicited in the viewers. what about the male nude? - belmont university - what about
the male nude? elena samuelsen in post-renaissance western art the male nude appears less frequently as a
subject than the female nude. nudes for the 21st century - angles and curves - nudes for the 21st
century table of contents i. introduction a. what is new? b. what is old? c. what is myth and what is real? d.
what is seen, scena, and obscene? photographs by women - bates college - photographs by women:
recent additions to the permanent collection october 24, 2014 – march 21, 2015 the uses of antiquity in
photographs by nelly: imported ... - photographing male and female nudes both in the open air and in the
studio in her dresden years, using dancers from the mary wigman school, which was famous at the time for its
expressive approach to dance (figs 4-7). this fact has not been sufficiently emphasized in interpreting the
photographs which she went on to take in greece by previous students of her work. modernism set the pace in
... war and the nude: the photography of bill brandt in the 1940s - nudes he made in the transition
from war to peace, between 1944 and 1953, were particularly striking as an apparently sharp departure from
his documentary work. they mapped a dark and often surreal world of sexual and psychological obsession. r e
f s n - institut ramon llull - and people understood that, and then everyone went about interpreting the
image in their own way”. another prominent theme in his photography is that of naked bodies in movement
from which detail is subsequently chosen (somniar déus-dreaming gods, 1993). his photographs of male nudes
are nothing less than horrifyimg because the models look more like sculptures than human bodies. again, in ...
professional portrait posing: techniques and images from ... - j
effsmithisanacclaimedportraitphotographer whospecializesinseniorportraitstevenwhen working with these
subjects—people who are ... posing for portrait photography - Ягудин Булат - younger people came
along), we help raise our children, and we are allowed to be much less rigid and unemotional. this means you
don’t have to make every executive portrait of a man look as though he has a stick up his backside. it’s alright
to have dad lean forward or recline back slightly. he can even smile a little in a family portrait, so he actually
looks like he is enjoying himself ... posing techniques for glamour photography - alexdanev amherstmedia ® publisher of photography books rolando gomez’s posing techniques for glamour photography
robert mapplethorpe - tate - about this resource robert mapplethorpe is widely regarded as one of the
world’s most important artists of the late twentieth century. the group of photographs in artist rooms the
digital photography book: the step-by-step secrets for ... - talented people to pull a project like this
together. i’m not only delighted to be working i’m not only delighted to be working with them, but i also get
the honor and privilege of thanking them here.
queer%theory%and%nineteenth%century%homoerotic%photography% - argue that nude male
photographs of the nineteenth century were intended for the male gaze, to be used as homoerotica, not as a
means of studying the male physique or depicting boyish comradery; which has been the standard
photographic paradigm since their inception into the discipline of art history. each photograph and its
translation is very much a function of the artist’s inspiration. it ...
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